Quantifying the relationship between cell division angle and morphogenesis through computational modeling.
When biological cells divide, they divide on a given angle. It has been shown experimentally that the orientation of cell division angle for a single cell can be described by a probability density function. However, the way in which the probability density function underlying cell division orientation influences population or tissue scale morphogenesis is unknown. Here we show that a computational approach, with thousands of stochastic simulations modeling growth and division of a population of cells, can be used to investigate this unknown. In this paper we examine two potential forms of the probability density function: a wrapped normal distribution and a binomial distribution. Our results demonstrate that for the wrapped normal distribution the standard deviation of the division angle, potentially interpreted as biological noise, controls the degree of tissue scale anisotropy. For the binomial distribution, we demonstrate a mechanism by which direction and degree of tissue scale anisotropy can be tuned via the probability of each division angle. We anticipate that the method presented in this paper and the results of these simulations will be a starting point for further investigation of this topic.